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"'Bun B's Coloring and Rap Activity Book' is evidence that C.R.E.A.M. still sometimes rises to the
top." Â --LA TimesRapper Bun B lends his street cred and occasionally his face to the creative,
hilarious, and just flat-out fun imaginings of Shea Serrano in Bun B's Rap Coloring and Activity
Book. Described by the Washington Post as "what every hip-hop head wishes they had as a child,"
this imaginative work started as a series of printable rap-related coloring and activity images. The
48-page, fully interactive book of coloring pages, unbelievably clever activities, and smart plays on
rap culture brings these stars and their music right into your living room. Featured rappers include:
Bun B Tupac DrakeQueen LatifahJay Z Talib Kweli Ice-T Common Wiz KhalifaTupac
LudacrisKanye West LL COOL JBig BoiNotorious B.I.G. Childish Gambino Questlove B.o.B Mac
Miller And many, many more! Praise for Bun B's Rap Coloring and Activity Book: "A star-studded
cast of some of the biggest names in rap, all in one book." Â --Fast Company's Co.Create blog "It's
48 pages long, and that's the exact same number of pages the Bible has, and that's not an
accident. That's a little thing called God's will." --Vice.com "The book is funny, smart, and as
kid-tested, mother-approved as some of these guys get." --Vulture.com "Hilarious...razor sharp."
--XXL
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This book has met my expectations. I'm glad that I ordered two. One for me and one for my unborn
child.

This book is an awesome, original, and creative idea. Not only is it cool, but it is extremely well
done, literally from cover to cover (the cover is beautiful, with a thickness and texture that makes it
feel special and valuable). The drawings are spot on and the fun activities take me back to great
childhood memories.It is a perfect gift for the rap aficionado but contains enough super famous
artists that even a casual music listener can enjoy. It is also relevant to a broad range of ages, from
children who will enjoy the various activities and coloring (with kid-appropriate content), to adults
who can appreciate the creativity, fun, and comedy.I just love this book! It will definitely be
frequently gifted around the holidays and it really is such a great value.

I got this book as a gift for my birthday. It's awesome! I'm a huge hip-hop fan so I really enjoyed
flipping through the pages and seeing familiar faces. Be sure to check out the descriptions for each
"Activity" - they're spot-on (Rick Ross).Support Bun B and snatch up this book - whether you're a
fan of hip-hop or history, this belongs on your bookshelf.

My daughter seemed down and bored. She's a petite white girl in the suburbs of Seattle. I needed to
give her some street cred. She needed some hip in her hop. This booked helped her through. It
opened the lines of communication - not for us, but maybe someone?

To call this simply a coloring book would be like calling bacon just another breakfast meat. If there
were a Pulitzer Prize for books containing colorless images of rappers, Shea Serrano would win it.
While some activities are simple (I knew it was a beard on Action Bronson even before connecting
the dots), others are truly thought provoking and deeply philosophical. I've still yet to decide what
Killer Mike should do on his first day as POTUS, and the Scarface's emotion test will send Phil Ivey
back to the Go Fish table.Should you make the mistake of not buying it, don't be surprised if Sam
Hanna shows up at your door to fulfill his mother's wishes.

I'd give this a 4.5 out of 5 stars. I only dislike the fact the images are printed back to back. I like to
pull pages out of books and color on top of a coloring board. I figure like it limits the media I can use
because I'd hate for markers and such to bleed through. Otherwise, it's a superbly constructed
book. I got it for the old head "real" rappers and will probably give the new school "rapper" images to
my brother, but I'm still looking forward to coloring the images on these pages.

Its ok, pretty cool. But wish it was more than just the rappers faces, maybe like them on a car or

street.. not much to color, i do like the word search, and another thing was that some of these
rappers i never heard of like Riff Raff abd a couple of others, wish it had T.I. Lil Wayne. Andre 3000.

I got this for my teen son's Easter basket as a funny gift. He actually really enjoyed it and he thought
it was cool. It has more than just coloring pages. The activity pages were nice and full of well known
rappers. I got a kick out of the paper doll on the cover and it sent me back to my childhood. My son
didn't cut those out but I think it was very creative.
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